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Nowadays start-ups move from the idea / concept to funded projects in only 6 months. Development
speed and crowdfunding are continuously accelerating the innovation delivery. Old school delivery
timelines and funding barriers seem to not be valid any more. “Digitalization”, “industry 4.0” or “big
data” will have a revolutionary effect on IT delivery, and according to McKinsey, also impacting
industries “traditionally cautious, heavily regulated, and accustomed to incremental change”. Large
corporations have started to adapt their strategies and business models to prepare for this challenge.
The adaptation of the business model is not sufficient to survive the digital revolution!
The latest Standish Group “Chaos Manifesto” shows that the standardization of project management
and the introduction of agile methodologies have not significantly increased the efficiency of project
delivery over the last years. With the entry of new lean and reactive competitors and the reduction of
the competitive advantage for innovations, there is a strong need of flexibility and adaptability in order
to secure market share and revenue. Corporations have to adapt towards responsive and service
oriented organizations and to accept a new role for technology departments as an enabler, working
side-by-side with the business as a partner.
The key success factor is the ability to constantly and quickly deliver innovation!
WAGILE claims that existing (project) management methodologies and tools are not the final solution
to manage the growing complexity and to overcome inefficiencies in project delivery, while increasing
agility and flexibility. Current concurring methodologies are conceptually not integrated, their scope is
limited and focused on a limited context of programs, projects, or tasks, using a mostly a technical
vocabulary. Existing methodologies ignore or underestimate the impact of project “external factors”
and mostly do not address potential (over) expected project results before project kick off.
WAGILE is a generic conceptual framework that aims to increase project delivery efficiency and to
enable agility and anticipatory management. It allows the integration of (simplified) successfully
proven management instruments, supports a parallel use of waterfall and agile methodologies and
proposes pragmatic concepts to fill existing methodological gaps, like the impact of labour productivity
to delivery efficiency. WAGILE concepts have a holistic frame, they are scalable and adaptable and
were collected from several years of field experience.
WAGILE increases the project delivery efficiency and introduces process robustness, while
enabling a faster and transparent risk-driven decision making!
WAGILE presents five concepts which are independently applicable. The WAGILE Decision Model
stimulates anticipatory and informed decision making by providing flexibility and adaptability in the
frame of a formal decision process, imposing legitimation and accountability to decision makers. The
concept of ROADMAPiSATION facilitates the companywide alignment of capital expenditures
(CAPEX) and project selection / prioritisation by introducing simplicity and a healthy competition for
limited resources. The concept of Commercial Seasons realizes economies of scale for go to market
activities and provides one common delivery frame with a cross functional vocabulary by standardizing
and time scaling business related activities (e.g. in marketing, sales and customer care), and by
integrating these activities in the release management. The WAGILE Monitoring Model defines
standard delivery milestones and key measurements like Time-to-Go, Time-to-Market and burn rate
monitoring, valid for all projects. This enables project comparison and project performance monitoring.
The WAGILE Authority Frame describes instruments of empowerment to increase the responsibility
of delivery teams and to enable pragmatism in risk management and strategic decision research.
WAGILE aims to increase the project delivery efficiency, to introduce a delivery process robustness, to
reduce the time to market of projects and to enable a faster and transparent decision making. WAGILE
impacts are measurable.

